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About This Game

StuntMANIA Reloaded

is a fast paced 3D car stunt driving and exploration game, where you get to perform the most amazing tricks and stunts in some
really cool environments.

New in StuntMANIA Reloaded is the ability to drift and slide when driving to take some amazing corners and to produce some
awesome burnouts and donuts!

We have also added the ability to perform many more mid-air stunts, including flips, twists and flat spins. You can also
automatically re-orient the car by pressing the Jump button while mid-air to achieve the perfect landing. Stunts are only awarded

if you land properly, to practice you landings!

Exploding cars
Cars now have a Damage Meter. If it gets to 100%... KA-BOOM! You explode... then re-spawn in a random location. And..

when you explode, your car breaks into bits that stay in the level, so you can drive into them and push them around. It's insanely
fun.. so on, try it out!

ELEVEN Unique Cars
You can select any of the ELEVEN amazing stunt cars each with differing suspension, weight and handling. Any car can be

played in any level in any game mode from an easy to navigate game selection menu (once you have unlocked them).
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ELEVEN Amazing Levels
Choose from ELEVEN unique driving environments, filled with stunt and trick ramps, bonuses and hidden challenges including

an awesome Power-Ups that will allow you to take your tricks to a whole new level!

Collect COINS to unlock content
Each level in Go Crazy game mode contains 1x Game mode coin, 1x Level coin (in 3 pieces) and 1x Car coin (in 3 pieces).
Collecting each coin allows you to spend them to unlock other levels, cars and game modes from the main menu. Can you

unlock everything?

Fantastic new Music and Sound FX
Each level has it's own new unique Music track... from Rock and Electric to Zany and Fun, and it never plays the same twice in

a row. The new Music and SFX in StuntMANIA Reloaded will really get your blood pumping!

Awesome POWER-UPS
Each level has randomly placed Power-Ups for you to find and when you do, you will have some amazing new abilities to help

you reach even the highest points in a level or the hardest to find areas.

* Note: SMR graphical requirements are VERY high. If you encounter slow performance, please lower your quality settings and
resolution in the Game-Options screen. Especially when using older Mac hardware.

* Note: Not recommended for Macs with integrated Intel GMA950 Graphics as found in pre 2009 Mac Mini and pre 2008
MacBook.
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Title: StuntMANIA Reloaded
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Racing
Developer:
Sector3 Games
Publisher:
Bigger Boat
Release Date: 13 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Discreet Shader Model 3 Card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 400 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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Honk honk and clean up your act. BUY NOW! WHY DO YOU STILL HAVE MONEY IN YOUR WALLET?! BUY THIS
NOW!!. I forgot to refund this game. At this point of the review I am 5.3 hours in
Let me tell you for a definitive fact that the downloader is broken.
I haven't even played any of the game yet and have wait multiple hours just to download a 300mb download. It failed multiple
times but eventually got there by some miracle. Only to have a larger 600mb download to follow it. That download I haven't
gotten past yet.

Im talking about these updates as if im talking to my friends about dark souls' bosses. Just massive obstacles that are
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ on me.

This is the ♥♥♥♥ing hunt the freeman of updates however atleast in that game you can clip through stupid♥♥♥♥♥♥

I can't believe I would even write a ♥♥♥♥ing review about how broken a game is because I usually try not to buy trash but I
guess Ubisoft somehow makes that possible.

This downloader has basically stopped me from actually playing the game as a whole and until this is addressed, I sincerely urge
anyone not to buy this game.

. I don't know what the hell this was supposed to be, but it sucked there was no dialague that i remember and no interaction I
don't even know what the hell was going on. I came out of the experience with less idea what it was about then when i started. I
would not recommend this to anyone I just\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665away 5$ don't make the same
mistake
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This is a great puzzle/math game that really kept me thinking. It's begging for undo and reset buttons though. But I like the
optiopn to choose colors. When is the next one coming out?. In my opinion this game is a little hidden gem. Not many people
play it anymore and its a shame.
Nice clean graphics, simple controls and an interesting "teach your A.I." mode.
From time to time it goes on sale for less than 1e\/1$, buy it, you wont regret it ;). +Great game for ADD Kids
+Learn Math while Playing
+Fun little shooter
+Multiplayer

-Controls aren't the greatest
-A little expensive for little content
-Little buggy

2.5\/5

I would put informational\/Neutral rating if I could. Would have loved to grow up learning math like this. Great Edutainment
game that makes you think. Although Doesn't have anyone playing it - Multiplayer games need multiple people playing them. If
it had more people playing this would be a definite buy.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. The camera stutters whenever you try to move it using your mouse. It's buggy too.

But you can beat it in 18 seconds too. So that's a plus.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R4gArKMZRls&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=N00bvlog. I love the idea of the game
but the execution is lacking. One of the first puzzles is a sliding puzzle but 3D and I'm certain almost nobody likes those. You
need to align glowing tubes to the outside part of the puzzle but you can't always see said tubes due to the 3D nature of the
puzzle. It makes an already unfun puzzle into a memory game affair.

The monster that stalks the area you're in is locked out of main puzzle areas which begs the question why the monster even
exists if its not a core gameplay element. Lethe Episode One has a few puzzles in it that has a monster stuck with you while you
try to solve the puzzle and that's been one of the scariest gaming memories I've had. The Subject takes the easy way out while
also have less fun/interesting puzzles.

The map you can see of the area is also pretty useless but the area you're in isn't too big but it can be tedious to wander
aimlessly.

Basically, I'd recommend Lethe: Episode One over The Subject. The Subject has the better premise but Lethe has the better
game. And they're similar spooky experiences to boot.. I like this game overall, but I would like to be able to switch the controlls
around, such as the zoom, etc.. Pretty generic with stock sound effect, I know better flash games than this, so I don't recommend
it.. Disclaimer: I was asked by the developer of this game to play it on stream. But I bought the copy of it with my own money.

This game was a very pleasant surprise to me. I went into this game with absolutely no expectations and having never heard
about it prior. It has a casual and humorous atmosphere with a dash of dark humor mixed into it.

The traps in this game progress in difficulty at a good pace so that there are no unexpected spikes in difficulty. The bosses can
be difficult but thankfully your character only respawns if they die. After respawning they can resume fighting the boss right
where they left off.

The story mode for me took a little bit over 3 hours to beat. But the game offers many more game modes for extra replayability.
it also includes leaderboards to match yourself against other players on Steam.

One minor issue that came up a few times throughout my playthrough of this game were some grammatical problems with
dialog. I definitely recommend having those corrected as they can stand out in an otherwise smooth gameplay experience.
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Overall I loved this game and recommend it. It's also being released on other platforms to my knowledge (such as Android) and
this game would work very well with a touch screen interface.
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